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Abstract 
There has been nobody rectify systemly on Fahua Biography(法华传记)which 
was written by Seng xiang of Tang dynasty. So lots of the expressions and sentences 
are difficult to understand for modern people. This paper make rectifying notes of the 
book as much as possible and research of other aspects, using many reference 
materials by the methods of literature rectifying science. In order to understand the 
book best, I clean up all kinds of mistakes, including the wrong, the excrescent, the 
default, the disordered and so on, on the basis of the copy of Da zheng zang. The main 
part of the paper are as follows. In the first place, conclude six types of the wrong 
character, such as form-similar wrong character, component-interblend wrong 
character, informal-writing wrong character, sound- similar wrong character, repeat 
denotation wrong character, neighborhood -mixed wrong character. Among these 
types, form-similar wrong character is the most important one. Secondly, the author 
deleted the original text during converging other literatures. It was bad for us to 
comprehend the  text. I recruit the deleted expressions and sentences on the basis of 
other literatures. Thirdly, the paper distinguishes and analyses the different 
expressions and sentences compared with different other literatures. 
The subordinate part of the paper is about dictionaries, for example Large 
Chinese Dictionary, including recruiting the missing words, amending the inaccurate 
explanations, advancing the example period, and note some valuable language 
phenomenon. Large Chinese Dictionary is the most authoritative Chinese reference 
book so far, collecting the largest number words, the amplest separation of meanings, 
the earliest example period. However, there are also some demerits inavoidablly. As 
one of Chinese language researchers, we have responsibility and incumbency to make 
the dictionary become better and better. In the end, we hope the paper is helpful for 
dictionary compilation and embody the research value of biography of Buddhist sutra 
in Tang dynasty. 
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